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Abstract

Background: Existing literature indicates that young people in state care have particular sexual health needs that include addressing their social and emotional well-being, yet little has been published as to how these components of sex education are actually delivered by service-providers.

Objective: To analyse the processes involved in delivering relationship and sexuality education to young people in state care from the perspectives of a sample of service-providers with a role in sexual health care delivery.

Design: Qualitative methodological strategy.

Setting: Service-delivery sites at urban and rural locations in Ireland.

Method: Twenty-two service-providers were interviewed in depth, and data were analysed using a qualitative analytical strategy resembling modified analytical induction.

Findings: Participants proffered their perceptions and examples of their practices of sex education in relation to the following themes: (1) acknowledging the multi-dimensional nature of sexual health in the case of young people in care; (2) personal and emotional development education to address poor self-esteem, emotional disconnectedness and an inability to recognise and express emotions; (3) social skills’ education as part of a repertoire of competencies needed to negotiate relationships and safer sex; (4) the application of positive social skills embedded in everyday social situations; and (5) factual sexuality education.

Conclusion: Insights into service providers’ perceptions of the multi-dimensional nature of the sexual health needs of young people in state care, and the ways in which these service-providers justified their practice make visible the complex character of sex education and the degree of skill required to deliver it to those in state care.
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Introduction

In Western countries, young people with a history of being in state care present health educators with particular challenges in light of their higher tendency compared to other young people of experiencing an earlier sexual debut, an early pregnancy and of contracting a sexually transmitted infection (STI) (Crocker & Carlin 2002; Boonstra 2011; Dworsky & Courtney 2010). Crocker and Carlin’s (2002) UK study found that 77% of women with a history of having been in care reported having had first sex below 16 years of age compared with 35% of other women. With regard to teenage pregnancy, data also from the UK indicate that teenage girls in care are two-and-a half times more likely to become pregnant than their counterparts not in state care (Social Care Institute for Excellence 2004). In the USA, young adults with a care history are estimated to have between 3 and 14 times the risk of having an STI compared with young adults generally (Ahrens et al 2010). The increased vulnerability of young people in state care to sexual health difficulties is associated with the context of their lives including experiences of multiple placements, transient relationships with carers and limited contact with their families that may lead them to seek affection from sexual encounters (Crocker & Scott 2006, Billings et al 2007, Dale 2009).

In this paper, we report on an aspect of a programme of research entitled the SENYPIC (Sexual Health and Sexuality Education Needs of Young People in Care) study, the most comprehensive study on the sexual health needs of young people in state care conducted in a European context (Hyde et al. 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2016d, 2016e), focusing on how service-providers reportedly delivered sex education to this cohort of young people.

In terms of what is known already about service-provider delivery of sex education to young people in state care, a limited amount of research has been conducted on the topic in the UK (Chase et al. 2006, Knight et al. 2006) and the USA (Constantine et al. 2009; Dworsky and Dasgupta 2014). The UK research (Chase et al. 2006, Knight et al. 2006) was a Department of Health-funded study on teenage pregnancy among young people in and leaving care and was based on interviews with 78 service providers whose role brought them in contact with young people in care. The purpose of the interviews was to investigate the experiences, roles and responsibilities of these professionals in preventing pregnancy and supporting young people in state care and young care leavers who were parenting. Findings revealed that participants identified the need for integrated responsibility among professionals and families for ensuring positive sexual health outcomes and support for the young people involved. Participants cautioned that responsibility may become diffused and diluted and the needs of young people may be overlooked. The need for clarity in the corporate parent role in addressing the emotional as well as practical needs of the young people was noted (Knight et al. 2006). In addition, the importance of consistency in the sexual health message imparted was emphasised by some professionals.

The US research on the topic reported by Constantine et al. (2009) aimed to assess the need for and the provision of sex education and reproductive health services among young people in foster care and those leaving care in three California counties. Included among the sample were 94 professionals providing services to these young people. A key finding emerging from these data was that addressing STI and pregnancy prevention at a surface level was insufficient as the context of young people’s lives also needed to be considered. Similar to concerns raised in the UK study referred to above (Chase et al. 2006, Knight et al. 2006), division of responsibility across a range of professionals was a perceived challenge, and individual support from a caring adult was deemed to be important.
Additional barriers to sexual health care provision included a lack of training in adolescent sexuality and diverse religious and moral beliefs that impacted on sexual health messages. A more recent US study in Illinois, that evaluated a training programme on sexual health with care givers and child welfare workers engaging with young people in state care, found that even after exposure to a training course, of the 218 respondents, 16% indicated that they could not put their ‘personal values aside when talking with youth about sex health’ (Dworsky and Dasgupta 2014, p.25). In keeping with other research cited above, the vast majority of respondents in that study acknowledged the impact of the context of their lives on the sexual health of young people in state care with almost 95% affirming that childhood trauma could affect their decisions about relationships.

While these studies have clearly found a belief among service-providers that young people in state care have particular emotional and social needs beyond sex-focused education, a detailed analysis as to how professionals deliver relationships and sexuality education (RSE) to these young people has not been located. In this article, we attempt to contribute to a more refined understanding of the processes involved in delivering sex education to young people in state care by unpacking the perspectives and experiences of a sample of service-providers in Ireland on doing RSE and promoting sexual health among this cohort of young people. In analysing their reflections on their experiences of delivering RSE, we also consider their rationale for why they deliver it in the way that they reportedly do.

Method

Ethical approval for the study was obtained through the Human Research Ethics Committee at University College Dublin, the university leading the programme of research. A qualitative methodology was used for the component of the SENYPIC study being reported here.

The sample included 22 service providers in Ireland whose work brought them into regular contact with young people in state care. These were recruited through an earlier phase of the SENYPIC research programme during which 182 professionals responded to a survey of their perspectives on the RSE needs of young people in state care (Fullerton et al., 2016). Survey respondents were asked to indicate if they would be willing to take part in an in-depth interview on the topic and 92 agreed. However, as this would be an unwieldy number of participants to interview, it was decided to select participants purposefully for the interviews with priority given to those working directly with young people in state care or in the area of sexual health training of care staff. Information on the degree of contact - daily, weekly or monthly - and the precise nature of their role had been captured via the survey instrument. In addition to their professional involvement with young people in state care, selection was influenced by the need to include those from a variety of professional roles so that a rich and comprehensive picture from a range of vantage points would emerge. Some providers had experiences of service delivery to young people in both foster care and residential settings, while others had worked in one of these settings at different points in their career. As interviews progressed it became clear after 22 interviews that no new issues were emerging (data saturation had been achieved) and this was the ultimate sample size. While no deliberate effort was made to recruit on the basis of gender, of the 22 participants ultimately interviewed, seventeen were female and five male. This gender breakdown reflects the preponderance of women working in service-provision with young
people in state care. All participants had at least three years’ of experience in either health or social care. The age range of the young service users whom the service-providers encountered tended to vary. Pseudonyms have been used for all participants throughout to protect their identities.

Participants were engaged in both direct service-provision (delivering the sex education and sexual healthcare) and indirect provision (such as training staff in the area of sexual health or in supervising those providing direct care to young people). Participants were drawn from the following professional areas: social work, social care, counselling, outreach services, health promotion, nursing, youth work, health work and education. These professionals worked in a variety of locations, both rural and urban, throughout Ireland.

In advance of the interview, each participant received an information sheet with details of the study. Nineteen of the interviews were conducted by telephone and three were conducted face-to-face. Interviews were audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed. Reflecting the aim of the wider SENYPIC study, interviews were structured around a topic guide designed to capture what participants perceived to be the sexual health needs of young people in state care. It was in the course of teasing out participants’ perspectives on the sexual health needs of young people in state care that rich data emerged on how they reportedly delivered RSE to this group and how they justified their practice of RSE. Most interviews lasted one hour approximately but ranged from 30 minutes to 1.5 hours.

The strategy for analysis followed closely that advanced by Bogdan and Biklen (2007) referred to as modified analytical induction (MAI). This involves comparing whole transcripts with other whole transcripts to fill out the bigger picture as opposed to cutting and slicing data segments as happens in other qualitative analytical strategies. In the case of the current study, the process of analysis was as follows: the first transcript was paraphrased with particularly telling quotations preserved verbatim. This provided a relatively holistic view of that participants’ account. Further transcripts of other participants were folded in to the initial (paraphrased) narrative in the same way with patterns and indeed different or new findings accommodated into the expanding account. This process continued until all transcripts had been incorporated into the whole picture. The early interpretation of data became more refined as the analysis progressed. Later interviews were found to contribute little to the emerging whole narrative as data saturation was reached. The strategy was useful to ensuring that the strength of particular themes could be identified based on how dominant they featured across interviews, and no aspects of data were excluded from the overall analysis. It also ensured the trustworthiness of data, with the strongest claims supported by the strongest empirical evidence in the form of raw data.

Findings

The perspectives and experiences of participants in delivering RSE and promoting sexual health for young people in state care are captured around five themes, namely: (1) the multi-dimensional nature of the sexual health needs of young people in care; (2) personal and emotional development education; (3) social skills’ education; (4) the application of social and emotional skills in everyday life; and (5) factual sexuality education.
The multi-dimensional nature of the sexual health needs of young people in care

A range of factors were identified as being important to meeting the sexual health needs of young people in state care, and participants highlighted practices and techniques that they used in their everyday work or that they believed constituted good practice. Among these factors were a positive and meaningful relationship between professional and young person, sound knowledge and a confidence to deliver this, and a non-judgemental approach.

A number of participants referred to the myriad of sexual health needs of young people in state care in terms of ‘pieces’, reflecting the multi-dimensional nature of sexuality. The need for a holistic approach was illustrated in the following quotation, where the range of components of sexuality education normatively expected to be met within the family environment is identified.

Well again, like that, I suppose when they are in care it is like you are in loco parentis and so in that sense if you are looking at it from the family dynamic. It is providing them with all of the education of the academic piece, the skills’ piece but also just the human development piece about who they are and what they are and where they are going. (Aimee, female, sexual health trainer of professionals)

Another participant (Eiblin, female, sexual health trainer of professionals), described the needs of young people in state care with the analogy of a ‘jigsaw’. She noted that service-providers whom she encountered frequently needed support themselves to understand how to integrate ‘the pieces of the jigsaw’ that went beyond the bio-scientific dimensions of sexuality. The holistic approach was otherwise described as a ‘layered process’, involving programmes that started with ‘self-esteem, self-confidence and self-awareness’, with sexuality and sex education ‘worked in’ (Jackie, female, social worker). Another, Julia (female, teen-parent support worker), described this as ‘tiered’ noting that with respect to young people with a relatively stable upbringing, providing factual and scientific information would be acceptable since these teenagers experience normative stable relations played out in their everyday lives through which to process information. For young people in state care, however, she contended that ‘sexual health work needs to be more therapeutic and thought out’.

While emotional and social aspects of relationships and sexual health education are heavily intertwined, they are explored separately below in order to understand them more clearly.

Personal and emotional development education

A dominant theme across the interviews was the centrality of emotional issues that young people in state care tend to have, though the degree of emotional need was deemed to vary depending on the young person’s background. The problems of poor self-esteem, emotional disconnectedness and inability to recognise and express emotions among young people in state care were a recurring theme. The problems identified by service-providers here
strongly reflect those identified in international literature on the mental health of young people in state care (McAuley and Davis 2009).

Alicia (female social care worker) described the emotional learning that occurs in emotionally healthy and stable contexts as happening covertly and though unconscious approval and disapproval, a phenomenon well established within socialisation theory (Handel et al. 2007). However, those with a history of childhood trauma, she noted, ‘have been denied that “natural” opportunity to learn these things’. Hence, Alicia perceived formally teaching emotional consciousness as part of her role. Other participants also spoke of the need to facilitate those who had experienced emotional deprivation to connect with a spectrum of human emotions. They also noted that emotional expression among those who had experienced emotional instability tended to be confined to anger or aggression.

A whole nurturing factor as well; a lot of them [in care] would be deprived of that from a very young age. Instability can cause them to be aggressive and that . . . is all they know how to express themselves a lot of the time. (Georgina, female, currently aftercare worker, previously residential care worker)

Participants who delivered sexuality education described the process of self-awareness education that is required to enable young people to identify a range of emotions, so that these may be expressed in a safe environment, without the threat of negative responses from those in authority.

While a non-judgemental disposition in sexuality education was generally advocated by participants, they reported that there were times when that the educator needed to take an ethical stance. Enabling a young person to become emotionally sensitive to behaviours considered by the educator to be unethical required the educator to take a clear position and to convey this in a transparent way to the young person. This ability to discriminate appropriate from inappropriate behaviour was considered to be an important part of a young person’s emotional development.

You need to have a value system that says when is something not okay. It’s not okay to say to young person, ‘It’s okay for a 13-year-old to have sex with a 19-year-old.’ (Regina, female, advocacy worker)

Now there are some things you don't want to be neutral on: You don't want to be neutral on abuse, you don't want to be neutral on things that ultimately would give the young person the wrong message. So you are not going to be neutral on rape, you are not going to be neutral on abuse, those kind of things. (Eiblín, female, sexual health trainer of professionals).

Norma (female, residential care psychologist) reported that part of her educational role was to help young people understand the characteristics of an abusive relationship, what emotions might mediate it and what an egalitarian relationship should feel like. She did this through consciousness-raising activities with young men. Understanding that one should choose to have sex when one was emotionally ready rather than drift into sexual relationships was the key, according to Megan (female, social care worker), as was
equipping young people with the social skills to engage in sexual activity safely if they so chose.

The issue of embedding elements of ‘formal’ emotional and social skills’ learning into everyday life will be considered further on.

**Social skills’ education**

One part of the ‘jigsaw’, and something that was reportedly transmitted in a deliberate formal way as well as reinforced through everyday interaction in the social care environment (that we consider later), was a range of social skills as follows:

Skills in making decisions, skills in being assertive, skills in being able to take ‘No’ for an answer. Those kind of basic skills for negotiating with other people are really essential. (Eiblín, female, sexual health trainer of professionals)

Other skills referred to by interviewees were those of listening, asking questions and seeking clarification. These skills are critical in maintaining mutually respectful relations and in negotiating safer sex - conveying consent to sexual advances or signalling sexual boundaries. Indeed, the skills to manage consent were referred to by several participants engaged in front-line RSE. One of these, Norma (female, residential care psychologist) working in a residential centre, described alerting boys to the complexities around consent and the grey area that may arise around interpretations of rape.

We do a lot around the question of consent and I think they are quite shocked of how easily they could be accused of rape. And that does make them sit up and take notice. Consent is much more complex – how do you know how far to go? Do you stop and ask her every so often? How can you be sure that she is willing to do this? These are the issues to be teased out. (Norma, female, residential care psychologist).

The reference to asking ‘her’ about issues of consent suggests a hetero-normative stance on the part of the educator. However, it should be noted that when asked about LGBT identities, participants across the sample expressed an openness to engaging with these when considering the sexual health needs of young people in state care.

Aimee (female, sexual health trainer of professionals) also spoke of her attempts to convey the notion that consent is far from straightforward. She noted that its complexity is intensified because the social cues in an environment of abuse and emotional disconnectedness are different from those in a more normative context.

We would look right down to the basics: How do you know if somebody is consenting, what are the signs that they are consenting and how would you know if somebody consented but then changed their mind? What are the signals? And again it might seem like a very basic thing but for a lot of young people who have been brought up in difficult environments, that message would have passed them by. And young people who have been sexually abused would be totally confused about that message. (Aimee, female, sexual health trainer of professionals)
The notion that verbalising ‘No’ as the only clear signal of refusal has been problematised in academic literature (Kitzinger and Frith 1999), since more subtle cues of refusal (about any social offer) are often used instead within Western cultures. Aimee’s recognition of this as an area requiring special skills and cultural literacy is supported in literature.

Aimee also drew attention to another challenge for sexuality educators, namely, to familiarise themselves with rapidly shifting norms of early teen intimacies that differ from those into which educators themselves were socialised.

**The application of social and emotional skills in everyday life**

While the need for young people in state care to learn discrete social and emotional skills (listening, reflecting, etc.) through role play or another educational strategy was recognised as forming part of their RSE, embedding this learning in the real world was also viewed as highly important. One way of integrating social skills (e.g. of questioning, seeking clarification, self-awareness) in ways that may passively yet effectively be imbibed by the young people was described by Eiblín (female, sexual health trainer of professionals) as follows:

Very often a young person who has got low self-esteem or who is struggling in any way, they might feel ‘I can't ask a question because they will think I am stupid,’ or ‘I am 16 so I have to pretend I know that.’ So it is about teaching young people that actually, learning is all about asking questions; there is no such thing as a stupid question and we model that on an ongoing basis. (Eiblín, female, sexual health trainer of professionals)

What care workers appear to be doing in deliberate yet subtle ways is weaving good communication skills into their everyday interactions with young people. This promotion of social skills’ learning by immersion and modelling is supported within scholarship on social learning theory (Bandura 1977). As Aimee (female, sexual health trainer of professionals) describes this, the unconscious learning of mutually respectful normative rituals of interaction mediates sexuality education (in its broadest sense) in stable family environments through unconscious learning. Without this unconscious learning, she contended, ‘school based’ (or formal) sexuality education is insufficient.

So much of the sexual health needs of children in more stable families are met without them even knowing that they are doing sexuality health. Just in the way they relate to each other and the positive affirmation that kids might get, you know, all those bits that build up their self-esteem and their image of themselves, the man or woman, you know all that piece that happens in more stable families. And if that is not happening for those young people who are already disadvantaged, who already have experienced huge gaps in their development in terms of who they are and how valuable they are and what a healthy relationship
is, what they can expect and what they should be able to demand in terms of respect and just acceptance and value of themselves. If that is not there then the stuff in school is not enough. (Aimee, female, sexual health trainer of professionals)

The application of emotional awareness learning was also articulated by Crona (female teen-parent support worker) who described the importance of simply making the young person in care aware that someone else is engaged in sharing with them their thoughts and emotions.

If the child feels thought about, they are experiencing something, they are experiencing being thought about and that can happen in the most simple way or complex. Even showing interest, it’s also important to wonder with the child, to ask with the child. Let’s make it explicit that we are holding them in our minds. (Crona, female teen parent support worker)

Connor (male, social worker) described the process of embedding social and emotional learning in everyday life as ‘giving them some sort of normality or some kind of sense of what is normal and what is okay.’ Interactions in residential centres, according to Loretta (female, social care worker), should create an environment in which ‘people negotiate with one another how they make decisions together’ suggesting that decisions are usually made for young people in residential care without sufficiently involving the residents. Margaret (female, aftercare worker with considerable previous residential experience) similarly promoted role modelling by staff as a social learning strategy, noting that, ‘They [those with emotional issues] don’t know how to be nice or affectionate towards people. And working on the staff team it’s up to us to show by example’.

Yet even if civility and courteousness through interactions were displayed by staff, an obstacle to a young person in residential care practising social and emotional skills was the reluctance of some care staff ‘to reveal their own lives and relationships.’ As Regina, (female, advocacy worker) observed, the relationship was blatantly hierarchal, insofar as staff were privy to a considerable amount of information about that young person (for a detailed analysis of this see Hyde et al. 2016e) but the exchange of personal knowledge was not reciprocal. She noted that the relationships that the young people see played out in residential care were not ‘real’ relationships, but are professional relationships that are very guarded. This impacts on the young person being ‘held’ emotionally and physically in a reciprocal way, she observed, and drives them to seek ‘intimacy and sex as a means of having a close connection, rather than have that sterile environment that you get in residential care’. One means for addressing the inherently hierarchical nature of relationships between young people and staff proposed by Gerard (male, outreach programme worker) was to have those leaving care or in aftercare mentored by older peers who had formerly been in care and who had shaped their lives positively after leaving care.

It is worth noting the reservations of two participants who raised issues about the extent to which young people were allowed to develop (or practise) their social skills within residential settings. The first, Olive (female, psychologist on a multi-disciplinary team), conveyed the view (based on clients of hers from care settings) that relations between care
staff and service-users were excessively authoritarian, with insufficient emphasis on negotiation.

They tend to be ruled by the rules a bit too much. I think that there should be more flexibility. I think the behavioural management piece can be a little harsh. I know resources are tight, but there is a lot of emphasis on control rather than discipline. They need to be able to make decisions. Even in the most stable backgrounds there are meltdowns. Young people need to be listened to, and there needs to be more counselling skills into training for social care people. . . it needs to be collaborative rather than dictatorial. (Olive, female, psychologist)

Norma, also a psychologist, lamented that being in residential care meant that young people had limited opportunity to try out new techniques for negotiating relationships to which they were introduced during her group work. Although she acknowledged the positive efforts of residential care staff in embedding social skills into everyday encounters, some of the feedback that she received from service-users indicated that there were areas for improvement.

I hope a lot of it [the social skills piece that she teaches] is apparent in their day-to-day work within care: seeing and experiencing positive relationships, seeing different ways in which adults deal with young people, therapeutically in the living environment. I think it has to be done in residential care across the entire setting to give them opportunities to be positively assertive . . . when dealing with staff they will often say ‘But there is no point, what’s the point in trying to argue my case or raising this particular grievance because it doesn’t get anywhere,’ or ‘We’ll just be labelled as argumentative’, so we are trying to give them experience in this setting of managing themselves. (Norma, female, psychologist residential care)

**Factual sexuality education**

Although a minority of participants regarded the RSE needs of young people in state care to be no different from their peers not in care as far as biological (i.e. reproduction and safer sex) and other factual (i.e. legal issues, sexual health services, etc) information was concerned, most contended that young people in state care had additional needs in this regard. In view of the tendency for young people in state care to have complex needs (e.g. attention difficulties), the capacity of some of them to process the information was raised. Olive (female, psychologist) observed that some fairly basic biological information ‘[goes] right over their heads’ and the level of detail needed to be modified accordingly. This would appear to be important in light of Dale’s (2009, p.30) finding of a gap between the formal knowledge of health professionals and the ‘everyday ways of speaking’ of service-users in her study of ten young people in state care in Scotland.

Eleanor (female, service manager) indicated that assessing exposure to prior knowledge was important in delivering factual sexuality education and informed the decision as to what content to deliver.
I think again it depends on what stage they have come into care and what they have already learned. I mean the other thing is whether they have had any sex education before and what that has been. If it has just been the fifth class talk or the sixth class talk, that is going to be very different from somebody who has had some education all the way through or a young person who has been in care where there has been ongoing development of their sexual needs or assessing their sexual needs than somebody who has come in at 14 who has never been told anything. (Eleanor, female, service manager)

A few participants suggested that while young people (including those in care) may give the impression that they are well-informed about the scientific facts about sex, this was not always the case. Young people may have missed out on this teaching at school, may not have attended to the lesson, or may have been exposed to misinformation through friends. One proposed approach to teaching was to acknowledge that young people may have information already and hence affirm their prior knowledge but not assume this. The sensitivity required to engage young people is captured by the following quotation:

But again you have to be very careful in how you present it. So we would say to young people, rather than something that isolates them or alienates them, like we would never say, 'We are going to do the basics with you'; We would say, 'You probably know all this already but let's just do a recap.' And that way then we’re giving them permission to sit there and they don't have to feel insulted, they don't have to feel embarrassed if they don't know stuff. ... I would say certainly we would start with the biological. (Aimee, female, sexual health trainer).

The above examples illuminate how a practice ordinarily constructed as perfunctory (conveying biological ‘facts’) actually demands a highly skilled approach. A few participants referred to the need for the educator to tailor the level and substance of the educational materials to the needs of the learner, based on his or her past experiences.

You could be talking about children who have been abused or may have abused themselves, so knowing your client is very relevant. (Georgina, female, currently aftercare worker, previously residential care worker)

For some young people in care they may not have had the parental supervision that would have protected them from early sexual experiences. So my view would always be if they have had sexual experiences or if they plan on continuing to be sexually active you need to give them a level of information that matches their past or current experiences. (Eiblin, female, sexual health trainer of professionals)

While age-appropriateness was mentioned as a factor that mediated the factual content of sexuality education, it was not the only guiding factor in delivering sexuality
education. Educators were also challenged to attune their educational endeavours by discriminating *within* an age cohort. This required the careful appraisal of environmental and contextual factors.

So what you might think wholly inappropriate for a 13-year-old brought up in a protective loving caring environment might actually be crucial for the well being and safety of another 13-year-old in residential care who didn't have that kind of safety and security in their lives . . . even within residential care the information we would give to one 13- or 14-year-old might not necessarily be what another needs. (Eiblin, female, sexual health trainer of professionals)

In terms of the content of biological information, a participant working in aftercare stressed the need for more education around STIs, as in her experience, care leavers tend to ‘bury their head in the sands’ about the dangers to which they exposed themselves.

**Summary and conclusion**

In teasing out these service-providers’ educational practices, teaching strategies, and perspectives, participants’ sense of the multi-dimensional nature of the sexual health needs of young people in state care becomes clear, including the need to learn social and emotional skills and to apply these to everyday life. The perceived need for factual sexuality education for young people in state care was also evident. These findings contribute to knowledge in the field by providing an in-depth empirical account of reported RSE practices with young people in state care that goes beyond the accounts currently published in existing literature (Chase *et al.* 2006, Knight *et al.* 2006, Constantine *et al.* 2009)

A dominant theme expressed by participants in this study was that for many young people in state care, their background is characterised by exposure to violence and/or unequal relationships, requiring re-socialising and modes of interaction that privilege dignity and respect over dysfunctional notions of ‘normal’. While re-learning mutuality in relations has relevance across their social milieu, it carries over to healthy sexual relations. This type of ‘teaching’, that might be described as semi-formal, is far less visible and tangible than more formal learning, yet it may have the greatest impact judging by the heavy references to deficits in mutuality and value-orientation in the prior relations of many young people in state care (acknowledged in participants’ accounts and in academic literature). It is also possibly the most difficult type of teaching to evaluate using well-established pre- and post-intervention measures that dominate social science scholarship because it does not constitute a discrete ‘intervention’ amenable to measurement. Data presented here also suggest that in some care settings, this type of embedded social learning may need to be strengthened.

In analysing participants’ reports of their RSE practices, we are not claiming that these necessarily amount to ‘good practice’ since good practice is a negotiated status, socially produced and subject to historical and cultural shifts in contemporary health education discourses. Determining what constitutes good practice requires a value judgement and whether a practice is good or bad may depend on the subtle dynamics of the situation. Rather, the foregoing analysis illuminates how service-providers reportedly
practised and justified their decisions and actions with reference to providing RSE to young people in state care. Based on those reports RSE delivery appeared to be rooted in well thought-through practices. These practices may be used by as a basis for discussion in the teaching of RSE practitioners going forward.

A limitation of the study is that data were only collect from professionals in one country. Findings may have been very different if interviews had been conducted in other countries with different norms and different state care contexts. Another limitation is of course that data were gathered through self-report, and the version presented by participants at interview may well be an idealised account of how they might like to deliver RSE. Notwithstanding this possibility, we argue that it is important that the finer details of sexual health work are captured in order to acknowledge the potential contribution of those delivering this and to make visible the sometimes taken-for-granted yet apparently highly skilled work that sexuality education to a cohort of young people with specific challenges involves. Those who train professionals to deliver RSE might consider including in their programmes the kind of semi-formal strategies used by participants in this study. Workplaces might also consider formally encouraging day-to-day practices that facilitate all staff dealing with young people to embed broader RSE in everyday encounters.
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